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Does the implementation of Microsoft Dynamics contribute to the goals of your company? Does your company itself have the capacity to build a bridge between the Business and IT? Can your employees adopt a flexible attitude on all the related changes ? And, probably even more important, is that what they are also willing to do? If you are striving for a full-hearted yes to these questions, this is the book for you.
Regatta Dynamics, our methodology for the structured implementation of Microsoft Dynamics, is based on our firm belief that when you implement Microsoft Dynamics there must be a balance between the Business and IT. The consistency and cohesion between the different underlying work streams are hereby of overriding importance for the ultimate result.

In this book, we answer the questions mentioned above and describe pragmatically the full implementation process from A to Z. Emphasis is placed on the organizational component of the implementation process and the cohesion with functional and technical processes. In our opinion, by involving the organization properly during the change process, your company can benefit much more and much faster from Microsoft Dynamics. Next to being a blueprint for the implementation complexity, this book can also be used as a guideline for daily practice.

This book is therefore interesting for project - and line managers, key-users, IT-managers and implementation consultants.

The authors are both working in the field of implementation. While writing this book they have drawn from their many years of experience in this field within Sogeti Netherlands. Wherever possible the authors have tried to change every challenge from unmanageable to comprehensive and, based on clearly separated sequences, the pluriform reality of implementation has been reduced to acceptable proportions that can be planned and managed. Main goal to achieve is to continuously create a tangible and remarkably better result for organizations who are considering implementing Microsoft Dynamics. 
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The Benchmarking Book: A how-to guide to best practice for managers and practitionersButterworth-Heinemann, 2009
With growing demands for increased operational efficiency and process improvement in organizations of all sizes, more and more companies are turning to benchmarking as a means of setting goals and measuring performance against the products, services and practices of other organizations that are recognized as leaders.
The Benchmarking...
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What About Jack Russell Terriers: The Joys and Realities of Living with a JRTHowell Book House, 2003
Why are Jack Russell Terriers so popular?
How much does it cost to keep a JRT?     

What kind of behavioral problems do JRTs have?     

That little Jack Russell Terrier puppy is so adorable–but is he the right dog for you? Many prospective dog owners don’t ask the questions they should when they’re deciding to...
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Reviews of Physiology, Biochemistry and Pharmacology 157Springer, 2006

	E. Bettiol, S. Clement, K.H. Krause, and M.E. Jaconi: Embryonic and Adult Stem-Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes: Lessons from in vitro Models


	N. Toda, K. Ayajiki: Phylogenesis of Constitutively Formed Nitric Oxide in Non-Mammals


	S. Huang and J. Wikswo: Dimensions of Systems Biology


	S. C. Sinha and S.R. Sprang:...
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Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make DecisionsApress, 2014

	Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make Decisions may be one of the most important books any entrepreneur or manager in a small or medium-sized enterprise will read. It combines logical...
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The Internet For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Welcome to The Internet For Dummies, 12th Edition. The Internet has
	become so interwoven in today’s life — work, school, politics, and
	play — that ignoring it is no longer an option. This book describes what you
	do to become an Internaut (someone who navigates the Internet with skill) —
	how to get started, what...
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Motivate and Reward: Performance Appraisal and Incentive Systems for Business SuccessPalgrave Macmillan, 2003

	Motivation, ability and potential for development are crucial for performance and the achievement of objectives. The author, from his extensive management experience at Unilever, the leading multinational corporation, demonstrates the importance of the link between motivation, assessment of performance and potential, and reward and incentive...
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